
The    Home
Refresh

7 days dedicated to giving the place we love the most

[HOME] a feel good refresh!

luxe
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         The 7 day refresh is designed to give you a road map for
easy updates to your home.  Whether you are thinking about
selling or not, this is a great way to breathe a little life into your
space! This challenge is designed to help you get your home in
gear but that doesn't mean you have to follow it perfectly! 

          If you're thinking of selling your home soon, these 7 steps
are crucial and you should consider this part of your home sale
prep! If a refresh has been on your list for awhile and you finally
want to make it happen, this isn't crucial but it sounds like it's well
needed!  

          Everyone is invited! Sharing is caring! Feel free to share this
guide with friends and family. It's a great way to share photos,
ideas and resources for updates!
 
Need help? Get in touch with Luxe at 512.766.LUXE

Ready, Set, REFRESH!
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The Home Refresh

Give your guests a warm welcome by

spicing up your front door. Plant bright

flowers in pots, add a new welcome

mat, put a fresh coat of paint on your

door if needed, replace worn looking

house numbers and swap out exterior

lighting if it's looking shabby!

This is about re-organizing a space in

your home that needs some freshening

up in the decor department. It could be

as simple as re-styling the items on a

bookshelf or countertop. Or, maybe it's

adding new cabinet hardware and a

pretty rug to the kitchen. 

Nothing boosts your mood and energy

level like good lighting! How would you

rate your current lighting situation?

Time to replace old bulbs, swap

outdated fixtures for something

modern, remove heavy or dark drapes

and add a lamp to a darker corner.

Make an entrance

Re-organize a space

Light refresh
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The Home Refresh

There's nothing better than the feeling

of clean sheets! But what about the rest

of our linens? Time to wash them all!

The blankets, sheets, and towels.

PRO TIP: If you're thinking of selling &

need new linens, opt for white! It

creates a clean, crisp & refreshed feel. 

Linen refresh

Break out the magical Norwex rags or

call a local window cleaning company to

get the window washing scheduled.

Replace or repair torn screens and

open all the windows to let the fresh air

in. Turn on fans to circulate all the fresh

air.

Window refresh

You know that cabinet or closet that

you avoid because it's going to be a

project to clean it out. You shove things

in when you're in a rush but think "not

today!" Well TODAY is the day! Tackle

your version of "junk drawer" closet.

Closet / Cabinet Refresh
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The Home Refresh

It's time to master the art of re-

arranging our own stuff! Sometimes a

simple shift in furniture arrangement or

movement of a lamp or bookshelf can

make all the difference in a room. Work

with what you already have and give it a

fresh spin! Which room are you picking?

Furniture refresh 07

Working from home is the new normal!

So is school from home, shopping from

home, etc.  Short on extra space?

Create an office nook with a ladder

desk that takes up minimal room. Add

some books, a plant and a cute chair. 

Office space refreshBONUS
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Need Some "Pin-spiration"?

Front Door Decor
Living Room Designs
Shelf Styling
Home Office Design
Home Decor Ideas (then select your style)

        Maybe you want to use this Home Refresh Challenge to
really revamp some of your living spaces! Whether you're looking
for organization ideas for tackling the "junk drawer" closet of
your house or you want to see different furniture arrangements
to spark some ideas for your own family room - Pinterest is the
perfect place to draw inspiration. 
 
Create new Pinterest boards for each area of your home you
want to focus on. Don't add to old ones, start new boards
dedicated to this challenge. Then search for different topics and
pin what stands out! Try some of these:
 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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The Home Refresh Notes
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